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Prop. 209
By Remi Sktar
Daiiy Staff Writer
he implications of Proposition
209, the California Civil Rights
Initiative, have yet to hit Cal
Poly, but other institutions across the state

T

Court decisions on 20V vill finalize speculation
on the fate of services like Cal Poly's Women's
Center. / Daily photo b Joe Johnston

Tomorrow Just how diverse is
Cal Poly?

It passed...but now what?
are preparing a fight against it.
'The
California
State
Student
Association (CSSA) appointed two
Affirmative Action Officers to monitor the
impact of Proposition 209 on Nov. 10 in
San Marcos.
The CSSA picked San Francisco
State’s Student Body President Lee
Sprague and Sacramento State senior
Rene Hamlin to sustain California’s mul
ticultural student population in the face
of the recently passed proposition.
“It was a great honor to be chosen to
do this," Sprague said. “We as students
will develop a plan to maintain diversity.
Once the law is passed, all institutions
must take responsibility and create regu
lations.”
Hamlin said her new position requires
devotion to the education of all groups of
students, and was created because
Proposition 209 could possibly eliminate
funding for people of color and women.
“We are expected to make outreach to
students and potential students for all
the CSU campuses," Hamlin said. “We
will be handing out applications to make
sure people of color know that they
should still apply at all campuses."
Sprague said it appears that the pres
idents of the CSU schools are acting in
solidarity by not taking steps toward
Proposition 209 without court orders.
“'fhe universities’ presidents have
said that they won’t enforce the proposi
tion until they are court ordered to do so,”
Hamlin said
In contrast, the University of
California regents already implemented
Proposition 209 by announcing its elimi
nation of race and gender acceptance reg

Closing...
The Vons store on
Foothill closed
Friday, Nov. 15.
For all you Vons
patrons, you can
still shop at the
Vons on Broad St.
in San Luis Obispo
/D a ily photo by
Michael Toews

“Everybody should stay
cool
and
be smart,”
O’Connell said. “This is a
democracy
and the people
ulations for fall 1997. This sparked stu
dent demonstrations at UCLA, U.C. Santa have spoken. Hopefully we can clarify the
Barbara, U.C. Irvine, U.C. Riverside and intent of the voters with respect to
Proposition 209.”
U.C. Berkeley.
O’Connell said programs and admis
“There is an immediate impact on the
sions
considerations, not quotas, are sound
U.C. system from the implemenfrition of
public policy for
Proposition
209,”
Sprague said. “I’d expect The effects o f Proposition underrepresented
individuals
in
a 20 to 40 percent drop in
education.
ethnic enrollment.”
2 0 9 a t Cal Poly have not higher
“I
was
opposed
The
effects
of
to
Proposition
Proposition 209 at Cal
been determined.,.
209,” O’Connell
Poly have not been deter
__________________ said. “It is impor
mined because of the fil- — ........
tant that our uni
ing of lawsuits and other court procedures.
versities
reflect
the
diversity
of our state.”
State Sen. Jack O’Connell (D-San Luis
Director of Cal Poly Women’s Programs
Obispo) said students should remain calm
Pat
Harris said Proposition 209 may drop
until the situation is clarified by the
courts.
See IMPACT page 2

Students take action against 209
Do ily Stoff

Report

walkouts are planned for the week of Dec.
6.

Using different approaches at college
campuses throughout the state, students
have protested the passing of Proposition
209.
According to the University of
Califoniiu Student Association, demon
strations began at 6 a.m. the day after the
election. Adding fuel to the fire, U.C.
President Atkinson instructed campus
chancellors to implement the initiative
immediately, moving up the U.C. Regents
July 20 deadline for eliminating affirma
tive action policies in undergraduate
admissions.
Demonstrations are planned to contin
ue at numerous campuses and statewide

Here are some of the activities held at
state campuses:
•U.C. Berkeley; On Nov. 6 more than
200 students blocked the entrances and
occupied Campanile Tower for 15 hours.
After camping both inside and outside the
building about 26 students were arrested.
•San Francisco State University:
About 500 students marched through the
city for two hours and occupied the inter
section of 19th and Hollaway streets on
Nov. 6. I.,ater that week, about 650 stu
dents marched to Home Savings of
America, a corporaU* sponsor of the propo
sition.
See PROTESTS page 2

Students to vote on Poly Plan
fee increase early next year
By Jemy Jvstvs
Doily StoH Wr'tei

The time frame for the student
referendum vote was the main
topic of discussion in the Cal Poly
Plan Steering Committee meeting
Thursday.
The committee also got a
progress report on the projects
funded by the Poly Plan for the
1996-97 .scluK)l year, and a report
from the communications task
force, a subcommittee recently .set
up to publicize the Cal Poly Plan.
Frank Lebens, vice president
for administration and finance,
presented the committee with two
possible timelines for the student
fee referendum. The referendum
is a propo.sal in which students
vote on an increase in the campus
academic fee, which provides

funding for the Cal Poly Plan
from $135 to $279 per year.
The two timelines for the ref
erendum are either at the end of
April 1997 or sometime at the end
of February 1997. The adminis
tration liked the idea of the earli
er referendum.
Paul Zingg, provost and vice
president for academic atfairs,
voiced concern that a later refer
endum would lose continuity in
informing students of it liecause
of finals week and spring break.
He also said the mood of the
campus changes toward the end of
spring quarter and the referen
dum would have to compete for
attention with Open House and
ASI elections during spring quar
ter.
A source close to the plan said
that some of the administration’s
push for the earlier referendum

may lx* due to the 10 percent f«>e
increa.se for all California State
University students that was
approved by the» CSII Board of
'Trustees on Nov 13
It is expected that the fee
increase will be paid for by the
state, but if it is not then students
will be responsible for the
increase. The 10 percent increase
along with a hike in the campus
academic fee could be a burden for
students.
The student representatives
on the steering committee voiced
the desire for the later referen
dum date. ASI President Steve
MeShane said the earlier referen
dum would make it hard for the
communications task force to get
the word out about the Cal Poly
Plan and its costs to students.
See PLAN page 3
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Going Solo. ..

18 days left in fall quarter
T o d a /$ W eather: partly sunny, partly dreary
Tomorrow's W eather: partly sunny, partly not
Today's h ia h /lo w : 7 0 /5 0 Tomorrow's h iah /lo w : 7 2 /5 1

TODAY
The Women's Studies Lunch Time Seminar, titled "From Hairnets to
the Internet: Women in Cyberspace," will be held in University
Union Rm. 2 2 0 from 12 p.m. to 1 p.m.

91.3 FM KCPR Fund-raising week begins today. Listeners who call
the station to pledge money will receive packages of donated items
and services. Call 756-KCPR for more info.

UPCOMING
Grass Roots II will be holding its traditional Thanksgiving dinner
for the 25th year. This year's dinner will be held at the Wilson
Fellowship Hall of the Presbyterian Church, located on the corner
of Marsh and M orro streets in San Luis Obispo on Wednesday,
Nov. 27 from 12 p.m. to 5 p.m. If you can volunteer, or are dis
abled and would like a home-delivered meal, call 5 4 4 -2 3 3 3 .
Student Community Services Beyond Shelter project is sponsoring

Lifelong tuba enthusiast and retired economics professor George Eastham plays a solo during the San Luis
Obispo County Band's homeless benefit concert on Friday night. /D a ily photo by Joe Johnston

a chicken and tri-tip barbecue on Thursday, Nov. 21 from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. in the University Union plaza. If you bring a canned
food item, you will receive a free canned soft drink. Please contact
Season Conlan, Beyond Shelter project coordinator, at 7 5 6 -5 8 3 4 if

PROTESTS: Students around state showed disgust for Prop. 209 passing

you would like additional information about this, and other Student
Community Services projects.

Agenda Items: c /o Sandra Naughton
Graphic Arts, 2 2 6 Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, C A 9 3 4 0 7
Advertising: 7 5 6 -1 1 4 3
Editorial: 7 5 6 -1 7 9 6
Fax: 7 5 6 -6 7 8 4
Please submit information at least three days prior to the event!

From page 1

•U.C. Santa Cruz: More than
200 students blocked the
entrances of the building that
houses their afTirmative action
program while 20 students
demonstrated inside. After 12
hours. Chancellor Greenwood
conceded to several of the stu
dents’ 15 demands, including a

$10,000 for student-run retention
and gender studies programs and
allowing students to participate
in the implementation of the
proposition.
•U.C. Riverside: On Nov. 11,
20 students were arrested while
occupying the administration
building for more than six hours.
•U.C. Irvine: About 100 stu

dents participated in a march and
a candlelight vigil in front of the
Cross Cultural Center.
•U.C. Santa Barbara: About
600 students “walked-in” to cam
pus to storm the administration
building and held a rally in the
campus plaza. Previously, more
than 100 students marched
through campus and blocked
Highway 217 for 15 minutes.

IMPACT: No changes this year for Poiy groups
That same quarter 298 African
funding for programs which American, 2,169 Hispanic, 2,014
exclude othe*' groups, hut for now Asian and 8,787 white undergrad
university policy for admissions uates were enrolled.
“Proposition 209 might he the
and hiring will he targeted.
“It l(K)ks to me that adminis biggest threat to enrollment,”
tration will be affected more than Harris said “I just don’t know
the programs,” she said. “The only what we are going to do if the
thing we might have a problem enrollment for certain groups
with is the women's mentoring declines. I don’t know how we
program because it is only open to could fix that.”
('ommissions C'oordinator for
women.”
the
Multicultural Center Gail
Harris said all of the other
Batac said Cal Poly needs to fig
women’s programs, such as Take
ure out how Proposition ‘209 will
Back the Night, are open to male
impact the campus ethnic clubs.
students. For example, the
“We don’t know exactly what is
women’s mentoring program
going to happen yet,” Batac said.
matches female engineering or “The administrators have been
technical students with women in giving us the run around because
the industry. Women are scarce in they aren’t sure.”
those majors and are comforted
Batac said she is optimi.stic
by women who have excelled in that Cal Poly will be able to sal
the area.
vage the needed ethnic programs.
Harris said she believes
“A lot of universities are decid
('ahfomia had the wrong idea ing not to enforce Proposition
about Proposition *209.
209," Batac said. “Hopefully we
“It is just one of those things can do something like that here
we can’t do anything about yet, and keep our ethnic and women’s
but we all have programs we have programs."
nurtured along,” Harris said.
The Society of Hispanic
“Now we may be told that we can’t Professional Engineers Adviser
do them anymore.”
David Cantu said the club’s pro
Harris said she is also con grams are necessary academic
cerned the proposition will cause support for students and he
a decline in campus diversity. thinks this program is stable for
According to the head of Access 1996-97.
and Retention for the CSU .system
“Although it is really unclear
Allison Jones, Col Poly is the only at this point, I don’t foresee any
CSU school to use a point system changes for this year,” Cantu said.
in which minority students,
Programs might be protected
women in traditionally male by federal law and Proposition
majors and other people with var 209 may intrude on students’civil
ious characteristics, from serving rights, Sprague said.
in the military or living within the
He said the CSSA officers will
local area, receive additional monitor the situation closely for
the next few weeks by holding
points toward their admi.ssion.
In fall 1995 6,296 female and and attending several meetings,
8,647 male undergraduate stu including one this week with
dents were enrolled at Cal Poly. American Civil Liberties Union.
From page 1
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stuffed Animals
Ornaments
Frames
Greeting Cards
Gift Books
Garden Decorations

Cotton Throws
Gift Wrap
Candles
Dolls
Santas
and more...

Enter our prize drawings for a
27” Merrily Bear and Holiday Quilt
by Hallmark
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Monarchs flock to Pismo Beach for winter spectacle
By Jennifer Burk
Dflijy Staff lo ite r

Great Spirit created
the mountains,
the
streams, the valleys and
the plains so that there would be a
suitable place for people to live
when He created them as well. He
created a huge pile of pebbles
painted with marvelous colors
borrowed from the rainbow and
scattered them in beds of streams.
So moved was the Great Spirit by
their beauty that he
asked South Wind to
breathe life into them.
The pebbles
that
South Wind touched
slowly rose and flew
away on beautiful
rainbow wings, to be
called butterflies and
moths. But South
Wind missed some of
the pebbles, and they
still await searchers
who seek out the
earth’s hidden won
ders.

This
Native
American myth greets
visitors at the Pismo
Beach State Park,
home of one of the
four largest monarch

butterfly groves on the West
(•oast. Two other major groves are
located in Pacific Grove and
Santa Cruz.
Monarch butterflies appear on
the West Coast in the beginning
of October. The first chill of fall
and the decline in nectar signals
the butterflies’ need to escape the
cold and seek refuge in the
Monterey pines and eucalyptus
trees.
At the present time, a sign at
the park’s information center

'4

A'

Happy Birthday Mel!
(We even saved you
some cake)

IS HIRING...
Open intervieiMi on cempui are still available for Thursday,
Nov. 21 and Friday, Nov. 22. SIGN UP AT CAREER SERVICES
IMMEDIATELY.

• Electric/u. Engineers
• Computer Engneers
• Computer Science
• Mechanical Engineers
• Inoustrul/M anufacturwg Engineers
• Intern/C okip positkins available
Sony representath^s wd interview for the above majors for place
ment at our San Diego Technology Center. Sony engineers work to
manufacture state-of-the«t computer display monitors from con
cept through production. We encourage arid nurture our engineers
to work as team members to design hardware and software used
in mass production of computer display monitors.
Sony is a growing and exciting manufacturing facility offering oppor
tunities and exposure to new emerging technologies. We have cap
tured over half the world's workstation market for color displays
[jgujt award winning Trinitron technology.

Come join our winning team!

reads, “15,000 here now,
more on the way!” With so
many butterflies in one
place, visitors expect to see
swarms hovering in the
trees.
“We saw a couple flying
around, so 1 thought maybe
they had already left,” said
Michigan resident Judy
Baker. “Then I just looked
up and saw all these butter
flies. They were so beauti
ful.”
Baker, who was in
Pismo visiting her
aunt
and
uncle,
learned of the grove
through her American
A u t o m o b i l e
Association
Travel
Guide. Although the
guide stated mistakenly that
the butterflies left in late
October or early November,
they actually stay into
March.
The butterflies form
dense clusters in a shingle
effect providing warmth and
shelter from the rain. The
weight of this cluster helps it
from getting tossed around in
the wind. If a butterfly falls
during the cold times, it may
become a victim to the
insects or field mice living in

the grove.
“Butterflies cannot fly at all
below 55 degrees Fahrenheit,”
said Ernie Glenesk, a docent at
the Museum of Natural History
in Morro Bay. At temperatures
below 40 degrees, they cannot
move at all.
Retired Glenesk was attracted
to the museum’s docent program
because he “likes nature and but
terflies.”
“I just like telling the story to
other people,” Glenesk said. “I
recommend that people come on
warmer days because more of the

Monarchs will be flying.”
On warmer days, the monarchs are out and about searching
for food supplied by the blooming
eucalyptus trees. And when it
turns cold again, they cluster.
When March arrives, they
migrate in a northeasterly direc
tion, taking off at a leisurely pace.
During this migration, the
male monarch initiates mating by
pursuing and attracting the
female with a scent thought to
stimulate her to feed. After mat
ing, the female searches for the
See M O NARCHS page 5

PLAN: Student input sought to strengthen further Poly Plan proposals
Dalton said.
The committee decided to wait
“We need student-to-student
for
further evaluation by the com
interaction to explain the plan,”
McShane said to the committee. munication task force before
The students said they they need deciding on a date for the referen
ed the extra time provided by the dum. The task force will give a
spring referendum to give the report to the committee at next
campus information it needs to week’s meeting.
Dalton reported to the com
make an educated vote about the
mittee
that 10 out of the 25 pro
fee.
Linda Dalton, interim associ jects that received funding from
ate provost for institutional plan the Cal Poly Plan this year are up
ning, said the biggest difference and running. Dalton said that all
between the two referendums is of the projects are supposed to be
psychological for the people finished by the end of the fiscal
year, June 30, 1997. She said all
putting in proposals for projects.
“If you know the funding has of the projects are being worked
been passed you will put more on, but the progress of each
energy into your proposal,” depends on the individual project.
From pKjge 1

Tom Spengler, the alternate
student representative to the
steering committee and a member
of the communication task force,
plans to educate the students and
then move on to the faculty and
the staff. Spengler said the task
force has enlisted the help of
Teresa Kaiser, the marketing
director for Fll (Torral Bookstore,
and Kathleen Pennington, the
advertising and promotions coor
dinator for Campus Dining, to
help get the word out to students.
Spengler said the tusk force
hopes to publicize what has hap
pened with the ('al Poly Plan and
what will happen with the plan in
the future.

Graduating Electrical
Engineers!
This is your chance to make an impact with one of the
fastest growing companies in Silicon Valley. We are the
leader in deep submicron IC design tools and we're looking
for sharp people with solid communication skills and an intense
competitive spirit to join our applications engineering team.
If you are graduating with a BS/MS in EE with experience or course
work in VLSI design and an interest in working with customers, we want
to talk to you.
We offer a competitive salary, excellent benefits, stock options, and a career
path to the top of the business world. Please send your resume to Dinesh
Patel, AvantI Corp., 1150 East Arques Avc., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. Email
your resume to dinesh_patel©avanticorp.com (ASCII only) or fax it to
(408) 328-8744. EOB. Visit us on the Web: http://www.avanticorp.com
Tho De«p Submlcron L o a d e r..•
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Qive me coffee, or give me death

4 Moiuüiy, Novem ber IH. 190G

W et

vs.

By Justine Frederiksen

D ry S exism

By Dawn Pillsbury
While the debate over drinking at the Performing Arts
Center (a.k.a. the mutant spaceship lurking next to the Cal
Poly Theatre, you know, the place where you go to lectures or
Spike and Mike’s Sick and Twisted Film Festival) seems to be
winding down, no one has addressed the truly controversial
issue hidden in the platitudes.
This is bigger than administration hypocrisy, snootiness or
ambitions. This is about sexism.
It took explaining the “to drink or not to drink” controversy
to a neutral, third party (that is, my mother) for the problem to
become obvious.
Now, the big problem students have with the theatre-goers
having a glass or two of wine is that football game-goers can’t
have a mug or two of beer. It seemed like a perfect case of
upper middle class vs. lower middle class sensibilities. But it
breaks down even more simply than that.
Who is more likely to want to sip a nice Chardonnay with
“Into the Woods” and who is going to want to chug a brewski
whilst watching large men bash into each other in a university
approved-of manner? The answers are women to the first ques
tion and men to the second. Now, I’m sure there are exceptions.
Just because I don’t hear any soprano or alto voices roaring in
approval of a particularly spectacular field goal doesn’t mean no
women are in the stands contributing to the racket. And just
because most student-aged males think that to attend theater
means they will be kicked out of their fi-atemity and not
allowed to enter the army doesn’t mean that no one with XY
chromosomes will be gracing the new, expensive halls of the
Performing Arts Center.
But, as Mom said, this makes sense. Theatre-goers are not
likely to become violent if the prince dies at the end of
“Hamlet.” Even if they’ve had a couple burgundies. On the
other hand, sports fans are notoriously nasty if their team
loses. It’s generally soccer or hockey where the fans would put
blood wine-crazed Klingons to shame, but football fans have
had their share of problems, even without the helping hand of
alcohol.
It’s a matter of risk. When the O.J. verdict came through,
the police were not on red alert to stop rioting Jews 6md former
cheerleaders. The university is simply protecting its invest
ment. Since it holds the football stadium in enough esteem to
post signs against unauthorized use (don’t get me going on that
again), it obviously feels if it allows football fans to drink, they
will damage the field, the stadium or each other. The Center
cost many times more than the field and yet the university is
willing to risk the Chardonnay.
I guess we can see which gender the university trusts more.
It’s flattering, really. Well, at least for us XX types.
Dawn Pillsbury is a journalism senior. Any enraged football
fans should feel free to crash the Friday night meeting on the
football field.

L etters T o T he E ditor
Editor,
As 1 read the paper today 1 got very disap(>ointed. How can
you write about the basketball game, Mustang versus
Denmark, and say that the Mustangs lost to the DUTCH?
As far as 1 know, Denmark and Holland, the Netherlands,
were U*d by the same Christian king for a very short period of
time during the 11th century. But The dutch and the danés has
never been the same, and as a Danish exchange student here at
Cal Poly 1 feel that it is my obligation to correct this mistake.
Dorthe Toil Boesen

Want m y job?
If you've had two quarters of JOUR
352 and Steve owes you a favor, call him
at 756-1796

M u s t a n g D aily
“When are we gonna get that damn thing
fix e d r
Editorial Offices Graphic Arts Bldg., Km 226
Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, Ca 9.(407
Editorial (80S) 7S6-I796
Advertising: (80S) 7S6-ID 3
Pax (80S) 7S6-6784
E-mail jfrederito'oboe aix calpoly edu
All material © 1996 Mustang Daily
Printed by I'niversity Graphic Systems

o m m entary

tarbucks is my temple. Or, actually, any
building dedicated solely to the brewing
and enjoyment of coffee. Being able to
walk into a store, order a double latte
with nonfat milk and then adorn the beauty
with any of several spices, chocolate and five
different sugars is my idea of heaven on earth. I
worship just the smell of these places.
Yes, I am a coffee addict. A well-established
coffee addict. Not McDonald’s coffee, mind you,
but lovingly roasted, ground and brewed black
gold. I have serious money invested in the
appliances and extras needed to brew the per
fect cup of java and as soon as my eyes open
each morning my thoughts roam to that first
cup.
I wasn’t always so afflicted. I used to be just
a social drinker. When talk sessions or card
games went late into the night, coffee was a
welcome help, but I told myself I would never
be my mother. I would never start each day
with the bean grinder, unable to open my eyes
or form sen
tences without
coffee.
But my
espresso maker
changed all that.
As soon as I
mastered the art
of making
steamed milk
and thick, lus
cious brew, I
could never go
back to casual
use. I surren
dered my inde
pendence and
became a willing
slave to the caf
feine god.
I am officially
caffeine depen
dent. If I do not
have it every
morning within
an hour of wak
ing, I will get a
disabling
headache. No
amount of
painkiller
relieves this
headache. It is
my body telling
me I need caffeine — period. You have to drink
coffee before it starts. You can drink it after, but
it will never go away; your day will still be
ruined.
Coffee addicts, like smokers, must stick
together. It is a culture — you either have it or
you don’t. If you don’t have to have it, you don’t
understand. You may even scorn us coffee
slaves. Only true coffee lovers understand and
speak the language.
My road of addiction hasn’t always been
smooth; it has had some nasty potholes.
Mornings are especially hard. First, I have to
get up early to brew the stuff — this is hard
because I also worship sleep — and manage the
coffee maker in my brain-dead state. Then I
rush outside with my travel mug in hand. I
have become another “one who spends morn
ings carrying mug o’coffee everywhere," encoun
tering all the inconvenience and casualties that
come with the territory.
Traveling farther than work or school is one
of the worst hardships when you’re feeding the
need. Before 1 left to live in Chile for two
months I heard the horrible truth that even
though it is a South American country, the

S

.Steve Enders, hditor in C hief
Mark Armstrong, Managing Editor
Melissa M. (leisler. Asst. Managing Editor
Sandra Naughton, City E.dttor
Cosima ('elmayster. Campus Editor
Matt Berger, Arts Editor
Justine Frederiksen, Opinion Editor
(ireg Manifold, Sports Editor
Jennifer Cornelius, Asst. Sports Editor
Ryan Belong, Art D im tor
Patricia Barnes, Adviser
A.J. Schuermann, Business Manager

natives sip *gasp* Nescafe. Yes, that weak,
brown, powdery stuff that produces ... really,
can we call it coffee? So, coffee fiend that I am,
I sacrificed very precious suitcase space to pack
a hot pot, a single-cup filter holder, filters and
even grounds. I had no idea what I would find
in my apartment that first day, and I was at
least going to have a decent cup of coffee to face
my adventure with.
1 was soon to discover my craziness was bril
liance for in my new home, a good cup of joe
was a serious anomaly, and beans were almost
impiossible to find. One of the fellow gringos
that I worked with found my coffee fetish quite
amusing when he came to my apartment and
found all the amenities I had lugged over.
“Oh, you Americans,” he mused. However,
seconds later, he had set the kettle to boil and
was readying the filter and grounds.
“Want some coffee?” he said.
Even Australians need good coffee. I never
got kidded again after that, and soon my apart
ment became a
haven for us
java-starved
gringos to get a
“decent cup of
coffee.”
But travel
that involves
staying indoors
isn’t anywhere
near as bad as
venturing into
the great out
doors. I went on
a backpacking
trip once, the
kind where you
pack everything
you need ON
your back, and
obviously I
couldn’t carry
my espresso
maker, even if I
could find a
place to plug it
in. But, hot
water and a lit
tle instant cof
fee powder is
all you need,
right?
Well, after
hiking nearly
10 miles to the campground, sleeping on the
ground, using a pit toilet that probably gets
cleaned only during leap years and not being
being able to shower, then being faced with my
coffee substitute that looked and tasted like liq
uid dirt left me seriously re-evaluating my life.
That morning was a coffee-lover’s nightmare,
and since my fellow hikers were not coffee
drinkers, the final blow was that I was all alone
in my misery.
Moral of the story? Always keep within 10
miles of a Starbucks, but if you must venture
out of the safety zone, be sure you’re traveling
with equally crafty and needy caffeine junkies
to help you through the rough spots. And next
time you’re at Starbucks, or any equally
respectable coffee shrine, say a prayer to the
caffeine god to thank the holy bean for one
more day.

Justine Frederiksen is a Journalism senior
and the Daily opinion editor. Three times each
day she faces north toward Seattle and assumes
the prone position in prayer.
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Pope, Castro to meet
in Vatican on lliesday
By Victor L Simpsofl
Associated Press

VATICAN CITY — In a possi
bly extraordinary encounter
between two ideological foes,
Pope John Paul II and Fidel
Castro will hold talks at the
Vatican on Tuesday that could
help shape the future of Cuba.
The meeting could lead to a
papal visit to Cuba, the only
Latin American country John
Paul has not visited in his 18year pontificate.
The Vatican announcement
Saturday of the papal audience
capped speculation following the

visit to Havana last month by
the Vatican’s foreign minister,
Archbishop Jean Louis-Tauran.
Tauran was the highest-ranking
Vatican official in 22 years to
visit the island.
Castro is one of the few world
leaders the pope has not met.
They are among the last giants
of the Cold War era — the pope a
staunch anti-Communist, and
Castro a Marxist who has held
power since his 1959 revolution.
Castro arrived in Rome early
Saturday for the U.N. World
Food Summit. Switching from
his familiar green military
fatigues to a dark suit, he lost no

Boardroom racism not
surprising to many blacks
By Paul Shepard
Associated Press

WASHINGTON — From radio
talk shows to water coolers,
Americans have expressed shock
and astonishment at allegations
of overt racism inside the Texaco
oil and Avis car rental companies.
But those who are amazed
aren’t black.
As sordid stories seep out that
some Avis Rent-A-Car locations
rebuffed prospective black cus
tomers for no good reason, and
that senior Texaco officials derid
ed African-American employees

From page 3

Associated Press

milkweed plant, which is the only
place she will deposit her eggs.
After three to four days, a cater
pillar emerges and eats the milk
weed nonstop for 15 days. At this
time, a metamorphosis takes
place. The next nine to 15 days
marks extraordinary changes in
the butterfly, causing it to emerge
from the cocoon as a butterfly.
Cal Poly professor Dennis
Frey is involved in a mark and
recapture program at the Pismo
grove. Frey has studied many
aspects of the butterfly. One area
that has interested him and his
graduate students is “how the
butterflies use their resources
while they’re here.”
This year, he said he has been
looking closer into the butterflies
“behavioral aspects of mating.” In
order to do this, there needs to be
some .system of keeping track of

the tens of thousands of butter
flies that come through each year.
“Once a month we take a cen
sus. But beginning in the last
week of January when mating
season starts. I’m out there
almost everyday,” Frey said.
Many people wonder if the
weather is what attracts the but
terflies to the California coast,
but Frey said it is the “changing
day length” that attracts them.
Frey said that this year there
will be a good turnout of butter
flies, but the same ones ob.served
now will not be back next year.
“On average, the fifth genera
tion removed comes back,” Frey
said
The Pismo Beach State Park
offers free tours through the
grove on Saturday and Sunday at
11 a.m. and 2 p.m. The Pismo
Beach State Park is located along
Highway 1 in Pismo Beach near
the border of Grover Beach.
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A strong November storm hov
ered over Northern California on
Sunday, prompting flood and
wind advisories throughout the
region.
Rain stretched from San Luis
Obispo all the way to the Oregon
border. “We’ve been getting
reports on the order of several
inches in various parts of the (San
Francisco) Bay area,” said
National Weather Service meteo
rologist Rick Canepa.
Forecasters warned of possible
small stream floods in parts of the
Bay are, including Monterey and
San Benito counties, where as
much as 5 inches of rain had fall

en since the storm began
Saturday.
In addition, mudslides were
possible in Big Sur, where a wild
fire last month left some of the
landscape denuded.
The weather service warned
drivers to watch for areas of lim
ited visibility and deep puddles
on the roads. Even so, there were
scores of reported minor acci
dents.
The inclement weather also
caused troubles at 3Com Park in
San Francisco, where the 49ers
were the playing the Baltimore
Ravens. The park’s main parking
lot was partially flooded, and one
of the Highway 101 off-ramps to
the park was temporarily impass

able because of water.
The storm produced mostly
rain in the Sierra Nevada, where
the snow level was at 8,000 feet or
higher, Canepa said.
The storm was the result of a
tropical weather system colliding
with a system from the north.
“The two have come together and
are focusing right on Northern
California,” Canepa said.
Wet weather was expected to
continue through Monday, though
the intensity of the rainfall was
likely to lessen, Canepa said.
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cases at Texaco and Avis were
aberrations. He doubts they are.
“Many companies have no idea
how bad a job they are doing,”
Graham said. “They might give a
contribution to La Raza or the
NAACP, but being generous does
n’t make them a good or fair
employer.”
Charges of racism are nothing
new for police and courts, but the
Avis and Texaco cases gave the
public rare glimpses of how atti
tudes about race can collide with
big business.
In the same way videotaped

Heavy rains drench Northern Cahfornia

See POPE page 6

MONARCHS: Poly professor helps marking

as “black jelly beans” and worse,
many blacks are left with an “I
told you so” feeling.
“This demonstrates that we
aren’t just paranoid about the
country we live in,” said Todd
Boyd, associate professor of popu
lar culture at the University of
Southern California. “I didn’t
need the managers at Texaco to
confirm that for me, but that’s
what they did,”
Lawrence Otis Graham,
whose White Plains, N Y, con
sulting firm tracks the progress of
minorities and women in corpo
rate America, said he wished the
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RACISM: Corporate officials accused of doing nothing to stop it
and the owner of five Avis outlets
in North Carolina and South
Carolina for refusing to rent cars
to blacks.
The lawyers representing
would-be customers said corpo
rate officials did nothing to stop
it. A former manager for Avis
Rent-A-Car says franchises in the
Carolinas denied rentals to blacks
over the past few years “if there
was any way out of it.”
Eleven days after a tape of a
secretly recorded Texaco board
meeting was made public, the oil
giant settled a long-pending $520
million class-action lawsuit
Friday for $176.1 million, the
largest settlement of a racial dis
crimination suit in the United
States. The suit alleged prejudice
in Texaco’s treatment of minority
employees, and the tape added to
the evidence depicted executives
using racial slurs and speaking of
destroying documents sought by
the plaintiffs.
Feagin said that outside of the

From page 5

evidence of Rodney King’s beating
in Los Angeles lent credence to
longtime claims by minorities of
widespread police brutality,
Graham said, the Texaco and Avis
cases will cement forever the
image of racist corporate execu
tives for many blacks.
“When popular culture deals
with racism, we deal with Archie
Bunker or red neck stereotypes,
never Texaco executives,” said Joe
Feagin, a University of Florida
sociology professor who has
researched America’s race rela
tions for 30 years.
“But upper- and middle-class
whites can cause the greatest
harm because they have the
power. They can keep corporate
boardrooms all white or exclude
blacks from living in a neighbor
hood,” Feagin said.
Civil rights lawyers in North
Carolina filed a class-action law
suit in federal court against Avis

rare public disclosure of racism
from sports executives such as
Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schott and former General
Manager A1 Campanis of the Los
Angeles Dodgers, corporate offi
cials generally keep incendiary
issues of race at arms length.
“Corporate executives usually
cover their tracks so well,” Feagin
said. “For me, the most chilling
aspect is no other person in the
(Texaco) meeting spoke out
against the language or destroy
ing evidence. There wasn’t one
anti-racist at the meeting.”
Feagin, who is white, cited a
1992 Anti-Defamation League
national survey that listed eight
stereotypes for people on intelli
gence, criminality and desire to
work. More than 75 percent of
respondents said one or more of
the negative stereotypes was true
for blacks, 55 percent two or more
were true and almost one-third,
30 percent, said all the character
istics were true, Feagin said.

State Department official
says he’s ‘hounded’ by CIA
By George Gedda
Associated Press

WASHINGTON - Breaking a
lengthy silence, a top State
Department official says the CIA
is trying to force him out of gov
ernment because he exposed a
paid agent’s coverup of two mur
ders in Guatemala, one involving
an American citizen.
“I’m being hounded out of gov
ernment service by the CIA for
telling Congress what it had a
right to know,” said Richard
Nuccio, a former top administra
tion aide on Cuba and
Guatemala.
Nuccio commented in an inter

view with CBS’s “60 Minutes”
scheduled for broadcast Sunday
night.
As the CIA sees it, Nuccio vio
lated a cardinal rule by his public
exposure of a Guatemalan
colonel, Julio Roberto Alpirez, as
a paid agent of the CIA.
Nuccio said a search of secret
government files disclosed that
Alpirez oversaw the 1992 interro
gation and debriefing of a cap
tured Guatemalan guerrilla who
was married to an American
lawyer, Jennifer Harbury. The
rebel leader was killed while in
captivity.
The files debunked CIA claims
See CIA page 8
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time in denouncing the use of eco
nomic sanctions — such as those
the U.S. has imposed on his
Communist nation since 1962 —
at least finding common ground
with the pope on one issue.
When asked by a reporter at
the summit what he would talk
about with the pope, Castro
replied “about everything.”
He faces a long list of demands
by the pope regarding both the
state of the Roman Catholic
church in Cuba and a possible
papal visit, which could take place
next October when John Paul vis
its Brazil, his only scheduled trip
to the Western Hemisphere in
1997.
The pope wants Castro, who
was educated in Catholic schools,
to allow the church a voice in
Cuban affairs and to approve
visas for foreign priests to bolster
the dwindling corps of 250 clergy
men.
During a meeting with Italian
Premier Romano Prodi, Castro
claimed he always had respect for
religion, and said he hoped the
pope would “say a prayer” for
Cuba following destruction from
recent hurricanes, a Prodi
spokesman told reporters.
Prodi endorsed expanded
European-Cuban relations but
stressed the need for Cuba to
make “real changes” regarding
human rights and political and
civil liberties, the government
said.
Castro is scheduled to leave
Italy on Thursday, said the Prodi
spokesman, speaking on condition
of anonymity.
While a papal trip could be
seen as bestowing the pope’s
blessing on Castro, it could also
galvanize opposition to his leader
ship. As for any papal trip, the
Vatican insists that the pope must
be allowed to meet opposition
leaders and hold large open-air
Masses.
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Rwandans welcome the tide of
returning refugees from Zaire
By Hrvoje Hranjski
Assotioted Press

GISENYI, Rwanda -- Every
hour, 10,000 Rwandan Hutus
trudged across the border to their
homeland Saturday in a weary,
rain-soaked column of humanity
desperate to end the misery of
their exile in eastern Zaire.
More than 200,000 refugees
have streamed over the border
since the exodus began F'riday
morning, the United Nations esti
mates. A downpour Saturday
drenched the 25-mile line of men,
women and children making their
way through green, winding hills
from a now-deserted refugee
camp, through the Zairian fron
tier city of Goma and over the bor
der into Gisenyi.
Fellow Rwandans lined the
route beyond the border, applaud
ing and hugging the refugees as
they lugged their tattered bun
dles on a 20-mile slog from the
border at Gisenyi to a U.N. tran
sit camp.
“I’m not afraid," said PierreCelestin Muyandekezi, 27, a
returning farmer. “I’m very happy
to be in my country.”
As night fell Saturday, up to
400,000 people on the Zairian side
settled down to rest by the road
before resuming their trek at day
break.
The refugees had fled Rwanda
2 1/2 years ago, fearing retribu
tion after a Hutu-led government
presided over the massacre of a

half-million Tutsi civilians.
Hutu militias in the refugee
camps in Zaire virtually held the
refugees prisoner until Thursday,
when an attack by Zairian rebels
sent the militias fleeing into the
hills of the interior and the
refugees hurrying home.
There was little sign of any
body seeking revenge against the
ragged column of exiles.
President Pasteur Bizimungu
came to the border Friday to wel
come the refugees, telling them,
“You are our brothers.”
The Tutsi-led government that
ousted the Hutu leaders after the
1994 genocide has promised to
treat the returning Hutus well,
and most refugees who returned
earlier have been allowed to
resettle peacefully.
Amnesty International, how
ever, expressed fear that the
newly returning refugees might
be subject to arbitrary punish
ment in connection with the geno
cide, joining the 80,000 other
Hutus already in crowded
Rwandan jails awaiting trial in
the killings.
The refugees’ unexpected
return has overtaken a ponderous
international effort to assemble a
multinational military force to
distribute aid and create safe cor
ridors to allow them home.
Rwandan leaders say there is
no longer any need for military
intervention, calling instead for
aid in resettling refugees.
“What is happening on the

ground is changing quickly and
the force will have to adapt as
well,” U.N. envoy Raymond
Chretien conceded as he arrived
in the capital, Kigali, for talks
with Rwandan leaders.
Bizimungu refused to meet
with Chretien on Saturday.
Rwanda also delayed permission
for an advance team of Canadian
troops to land at Kigali.
Rwandans in this lakeside bor
der town watched the seemingly
endless column of returning
refugees with satisfaction.
“This resolves our problems,”
said Emmanuel Mazimpaka,
headmaster of the local high
school. “We were worried the
refugees would attack us from the
camps. Now they are coming
home to help rebuild the country.”
Witnesses said Friday a group
of advancing Zairian rebels mas
sacred about 30 Hutu civilians in
the Mugunga refugee camp.
Otherwise, the refugees appeared
not to have been harassed on
either side of the border.
Like many returning refugees,
Muyandekezi said he wanted to
come home earlier, but dare not
because of threats from the Hutu
militias that ruled the refugee
camps.
Traveling with his sister and
father, Muyandekezi struggled to
balance a bundle of food, water
cans and few possessions.
“They told us we had to wait,”
he said. “I returned because it
was not safe in Zaire anymore.”
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that it knew nothing about the
fate of the guerrilla — falsehoods
that Nuccio said he passed to
Harbury as she sought informa
tion about her missing husband.
Nuccio said he was unable to
tell Harbury the truth because
the files were classified. He later
learned that Alpirez also was
involved in the coverup of the
1990 slaying of Michael Devine,
an American innkeeper in rural
Guatemala.
Nuccio told “60 Minutes” that
he tried unsuccessfully to per
suade his colleagues at the State
Department and the National
Security Council to act on what he
had learned, but he was told to do
nothing that would antagonize
the CIA.
He said he was told informal
ly: “Please don’t do this kind of
thing.”
“I turned gray between
October and early February
(1995),” he said. “I slept very
rarely a full night. I had lied to
people; people that had known
and trusted me for years.”
He then decided to tell what
he knew to Rep. Robert Torricelli,
D-N.J., now senator-elect, a mem
ber of the House Intelligence

Oversight Committee. Torricelli
went public with the story in
March 1995, accusing the CIA of
covering up both murders. He did
not identify Nuccio as his source.
Subsequently, CIA director
John Deutch fired two senior CIA
officials and disciplined six oth
ers.
The Justice Department decid
ed not to press charges against
Nuccio of violating a law barring
identification of foreign agents.
But the CIA stripped him of a spe
cial top security clearance.
Without such clearance,
Nuccio says, “I will never work in
the executive branch or in
Congress again, not in this gov
ernment or in any future govern
ment.”
Deutch has established a
process permitting Nuccio to
appeal loss of his clearance to an
independent advisory group.
“I’ve done everything to
ensure that Mr. Nuccio is given a
thorough and fair hearing,”
Deutch said in a statement.
He added that he also has put
into place corrective procedures to
ensure that problems similar to
the ones that occurred in
Guatemala do not recur.
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people who are eager to grow and learn and who can
demonstrate initiative and ownership.
Fireman’s Fund leads the insurance industry in utilizing
high technology and state-of-the-art computer ^tem s in
every aspect of our business. As a Systems Engineer
IVainee, you will work at the Home Office in Novato,
California, 30 miles north of San Francisco, near
California’s wine country.
Following a three month structured training program you
will work in a team environment with Business Analysts

and other Systems Engineers to develop automated solu
tions to complex business problems. You will work closely
with our business partners and be able to see the impact
of your work.
We require a bachelor’s degree in MIS, Computer Science,
Math or Statistics with a minimum 3.0 6PA and two semes
ters of the same procedural programming language (e.g C,
C-i-h, COBOL, etc.).
Check out our web site at
www.the-fund.com.

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/D

Fireman’s
Fund
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The ‘CNN factor’ helped U.S. send troops to Africa U.S. supplies
dimension last month when fight
The Rwanda tragedy occurred the camps for home, “there may pot to eight
ing flared again and forced hun when administration resistance or may not be a unique need” for
dreds of thousands of Rwandan to overseas troop commitments American troops now, he said.
sick patients
WASHINGTON - Not long Hutus to flee U.N. refugee camps was at a high point. It came just
While the decision to inter
By George Gedda
Associated Press

after taking ofTice, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher said
U.S. decisions on committing
troops to save lives in distant
lands would not he dictated by
television’s graphic images of
human suffering.
CNN, he said, would not be
the “north star” guiding U.S. poli
cy decisions.
But U.S. officials said this
week “the CNN factor” in no
small way influenced President
Clinton’s provisional decision to
send thousands of troops to
Central Africa to help protect and
funnel aid to more than 1 million
refugees.
The crisis in Central Africa,
based largely on enmity between
Hutu and Tutsi, traditionally
antagonistic tribes living side-byside in several countries, festered
all summer. The worst problem
was in Burundi, where thousands
were dying each month in tribal
bloodshed.
The Clinton admini.stration,
influenced by electoral considera
tions and bitter memories of when
the Somalia intervention turned
sour three years earlier, was con
tent to let the United Nations
play the leading role.
The situation took on a new

in Eastern Zaire, where they were
sheltering from horrors at home.
It became obvious that a major
humanitarian disaster was in the
making, and the administration’s
steadfast resistance to commit
ting troops to Central Africa
began to melt — a process accel
erated by televised images of des
perate refugees bereft of the most
elemental human needs.
“The folks upstairs spent a lot
of time worrying about it,” said
one official, alluding to the impact
those scenes had on policymakers
in seventh-floor offices at the
State Department.
At the same time appeals for
U.S. intervention grew more stri
dent from private relief organiza
tions, newspaper editorials and
foreign governments.
They also were influenced by
bitter memories of 1994 when an
estimated 500,000 Rwandans,
mostly Tutsis, were massacred
over a period of a few weeks by
their Hutu compatriots. The scope
of the brutality was staggering,
the response of the United States
and the rest of the world tepid.
This time, an official said,
“People didn’t want a repeat of
that.”

months after 18 American sol
diers were killed and 78 wounded
in a firefight in Somalia, an inci
dent that gave humanitarian
intervention a bad name.
As for Zaire, the United States
might have been spared a signifi
cant military role if other coun
tries had taken the lead, officials
said.
“There was a sense that some
thing had to be done. But the
Europeans were ducking. No one
was taking the lead,” one official
said. The decision was made
somewhat easier because the
pressure for intervention seemed
to peak just after the U.S. elec
tions — meaning that Bob Dole’s
reaction need not be part of
Clinton’s calculations.
Defense Secretary William
Perry, speaking Sunday on NBC’s
“Meet the Press,” denied political
considerations were playing a role
in decisions to deploy troops,
recalling that 1,000 military per
sonnel were dispatched to Zaire
two years ago to head off an out
break of cholera in the camps.
“We have responded when the
crisis occurs” that military is
uniquely able to deal with, he
said. With Rwandans now leaving

vene as part of a multinational
force was based largely on moral
grounds, the State Department
insists other factors had to be
taken into account as well.
Spokesman Glyn Davies said a
conflict in Zaire, a huge land mass
with nine neighbors, threatens
stability in all of Central Africa
and could derail plans to hold
national elections in Zaire in mid1997.
Even without the tribal prob
lem on its borders, Zaire’s inter
nal political framework is teeter
ing. President Mobutu Seke Seko,
64, for 31 years Zaire’s ruler and
an American ally, is in Europe
convalescing from prostate cancer
surgery, and even his political
enemies say his death would
throw the country into chaos.
At week’s end, the border cri
sis took an unexpected turn for
the better when hundreds of thou
sands of Rwandan Hutus being
held hostage by Hutu militants
broke free from the captors and
returned en masse to their home
land.
Administration officials said
the new developments could lead
to changes in any U.S. commit
ment’s size and mission.

By Helen O'Neill
Associated Press

The small silver canister that
looks like a cookie tin arrives
promptly once a month for
Florida
stockbroker
Irvin
Rosenfeld.
Its contents: 300 tightly rolled
marijuana joints.
His supplier; the U.S. govern
ment.
“The quality is satisfactory,”
Rosenfeld says appreciatively.
“And I don’t have to buy it on the
street.”
The 44-year-old suffers from a
rare bone disease and is one of
eight people legally supplied with
marijuana under the govern
ment’s longstanding “compas
sionate use” program.
It’s run by the same health
and drug agencies that condemn
marijuana as part of the national
war on drugs. And this fall, top
government officials from those
agencies campaigned against bal
lot measures in California and
Arizona to legalize marijuana for
medical purposes. The issues
passed in both states, although
the courts likely will determine
their fate.
“Research shows that mari
juana is harmful to one’s brain,
heart, lungs and immune sys
tem,” wrote Health and Human
Services
Secretary
Donna
Shalala in a recent statement.
See PO T p a g e 10
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Midair jet crash points to need Russian Mars rocket
for improvement in many areas fails, Australia watches
ly Donnn Bryson
Assotiated Press

NEW DELHI, India — The
fiery collision of two jets in the
skies over India has focused
attention on the human and tech
nological shortcomings that
plague many aspects of life here,
hut rarely with such spectacularly
deadly consequences.
The exact causes of last
Tuesday’s crash, which killed 349
people, could take months to
determine. But at the very least it
seems likely that more sophisti
cated air traffic .systems would
have helped controllers alert the
pilots to danger.
Upgrading airports is just one
of many needs in an overpopulat
ed, underdeveloped country.
Mahesh Vyas, executive director
of the Center for Monitoring the
Indian Economy, said in an inter
view that the government has
given little indication its ready to
marshal private and public
resources to build roads, dams,
power projects and more.
Vyas said he spoke with “the
same pessimism that has been
around for a long time” as Indians
have watched governments rise
and fall, each promising change
and each struggling to overcome a
huge and unwieldy bureaucracy,
the stifling effects of corruption,
and the sheer size of the problems
the country faces.
As a case in point, automobile
industry analyst S.G. Shah said
that five years after approving the
idea, the government has not
even asked for bids on a planned

superhighway to connect the
country’s four major cities —
Bombay, New Delhi, Calcutta and
Madras.
Shah, an advisor to the
Association of Indian Automobile
Manufacturers, said bureaucrats
were still trying to determine how
much foreign investment would
be allowed and how to settle land
right.s questions.
“This will take another 20
years by Indian standards,” Shah
said.
Politicians are perceived as
being more interested in enrich
ing themselves than in developing
one of the world’s poorest coun
tries. In the hours after the colli
sion of a Saudi airliner taking off
from New Delhi’s airport and an
arriving Kazak cargo plane, they
seemed most interested in deflect
ing blame.
Officials at first denied that
having just one corridor for arriv
ing and departing planes was
unusual, and said categorically
that air traffic control systems
and personnel were not at fault.
But, a few days later, a gov
ernment advisory panel recom
mended opening a second corri
dor, something Indian air traffic
controllers say they had been
demanding for some time.
The civil aviation authority
also announced an investigation
into delays in improving the radar
system at New Delhi’s Indira
Gandhi International Airport.
The one radar controllers use now
was installed in the 1970s and
does not show the altitude at
which planes are flying.

“The infrastructural mecha
nism is crumbling,” Raj Kumar
Pitambar, managing director of
Indian automaker Mahindra and
Mahindra, said. “Growth will be
impeded unless a concerted effort
is made to develop infrastructure
in ports, airports, railways and
roads.”
Faith in the government is so
battered that Indian newspapers
speculated it could not be trusted
to conduct an honest investigation
into the midair collision.
The week of the crash, a for
mer prime minister was posting
bail in a forgery case — one of
three corruption cases he faces.
Reports of politicians in such
trouble are far from rare — one
$23 million bribery scandal has
tainted scores of leaders.
The current prime minister,
H.D. Deve Gowda, heads a weak
and cumbersome 13-party govern
ing coalition.
With no sign bold changes are
in the offing, people like airline
pilot Eftab Feroze know they have
to cope with the status quo.
Feroze, based in neighboring
Pakistan and a vice president of
the International Federation of
Airline Pilots Associations, noted
in a telephone interview that
India is not the only place with
improvements to make.
“Most of the countries in the
region have not been able to catch
up with the technology,” he said.
“These limitations are properly
noted ... before every arrival and
departure the crew of all flights
are briefed.”

POT: l.S were originally receiving the drug from the U.S. Government
From page 9

“Any law premised on the notion
that marijuana or these other
illicit drugs are medically useful
is suspect.”
So why does the government
continue supplying it?
“When we have a compassion
ate-use situation, out of feeling
for the patient, we don’t take that
away,” says Don McLearn, a
spokesman for the Food and Drug
Administration. “We just don’t
add to it.”
The federal marijuana pro
gram started in the 1970s and
was discontinued in 1992 — part
ly because of a huge increase in
applications from AIDS patients.
The 13 people already receiving
monthly pot shipments were
allowed to continue. Five have
since died. The others will be sup
plied — at taxpayer expense —
for as long as they want.
They suffer from cancer, glau
coma, multiple sclerosis and rare
genetic diseases.
Marijuana, they say, helps
control nausea and muscle
spasms, ease eye pressure and
pain and stimulate appetites. Pot
patients insist it works better
than other drugs, including the
highly expensive Marinol, a pill

form of marijuana that has the
same active ingredient, THC.
“We are sick people. We are
desperate people,” says Elvy
Musikka of Florida, who has glau
coma and carries her daily ration
of marijuana “brownies” in her
pocketbook. She bakes them from
the 300 joints the National
Institute on Drug Abuse sends
her every month.
“This medicine gives us quali
ty of life.”
The government crop is har
vested on a 7.5-acre p>ot farm at
the Research Institute of
Pharmaceutical Sciences at the
University of Mississippi. From
there, the marijuana is shipped
by airplane to Raleigh, N.C.,
where the cigarettes are rolled by
machine, packed in canisters and
delivered to medical centers for
the eight patients to pick up.
The entire operation costs
about $200,000 a year.
It’s a tiny — but thorny — sum
for the various agencies involved:
the FDA, which administers the
program, and its parent, the
Department of Health and
Human Services; the National
Institute on Drug Abuse, which
acts as supplier, and the Drug
Enforcement Agency, which must

approve the use of any controlled
substance.
The official position of these
agencies today is that marijuana
is more likely to cause health
problems than ease them.
“We still have a federal law
that says marijuana has no med
ical value, and that it is against
the law to grow it, distribute it
and prescribe it as medicine,”says
President Clinton’s drug czar
Barry McCaffrey.
Others say such statements
reflect the hypocrisy of a political
war on drugs that denies many
seriously ill people a cheap medi
cine whose benefits are so obvious
the government supplies it. They
point out that more than 20 states
have laws allowing the medical
use of marijuana, but they are
ineffective as long as the federal
ban remains.
“They say that people using it
are criminals,” says Jackie
Rickert of Wisconsin, who has a
rare joint disease called EhlersDanlos Syndrome and smokes
marijuana to relieve the pain. “I
think withholding medication
from sick people is inhumane and
cruel and that in itself should be
considered a crime.”

for falling wreckage
By Peter James Spielmonn
Associated Press

SYDNEY, Australia — A boost
er rocket that Russia hoped would
hurl a new space probe at Mars
failed Sunday shortly after blast
off, and the stranded spacecraft
threatened to come crashing
down on Australia.
Prime Minister John Howard
went on television Monday morn
ing to broadcast Russian and U.S.
warnings that the probe would
soon come down, most likely hit
ting northern Australia or the
Timor Sea. The White House,
however, said in a statement that
the probable impact point was
east-central Australia.
The satellite was expected to
re-enter the atmosphere at noon
Monday (8 p.m. Sunday EST).
Australia’s military was prepar
ing for any emergency, Howard
said.
The Russians’ four-stage
Proton booster lifted off as sched
uled near midnight Saturday
from the Baikonur Cosmodrome
in Kazakstan.
The first three stages fired
properly, according to the space
tracking center in Evpatoriya,
Ukraine. The problems arose
when a booster rocket on the
fourth stage failed to ignite,
Russia’s Interfax news agency
said, quoting one of the mission
directors, Vladimir Molodtsov.
Most of the spacecraft will

burn up in the atmosphere before
it crashes to Earth, said Robert
Bell, senior director for arms con
trol on the U.S. National Security
Council. However, he said there
are “two penetrating vehicles that
were designed to withstand great
re-entry pressures.” They were
expected to survive, he said.
Of some concern were four
small radioactive plutonium-pow
ered energy generators. In a
worst-case situation •— which
Clinton administration officials
called ‘extremely unlikely” — the
canisters could break up in the
atmosphere and create a small
radioactive cloud.
“If some cloud of dispersal
were formed at a lower altitude
and were inhaled by humans, it
could be lethal,” Bell said.
But Russian space authorities
told NASA that the four energy
generators will survive re-entry
and not break up upon Earth
impact, the White House said.
“The information that we’ve
been given by the Russian space
agency is very reassuring,” Bell
said.
Russian space officials have
not said precisely what went
wrong.
“We don’t know what happ>ened yet,” mission control staffer
Anatoly Yeremenko said in a tele
phone interview from Russia’s
main civilian space center outside
Moscow, which was tracking the
spacecraft.

First case of Ebola virus
diagnosed in South Africa
By Tom Cohen
Associated Press

JOHANNESBURG,
South
Africa — A nurse at a private
hospital has become the first per
son in South Africa to contract the
deadly Ebola virus, health offi
cials said Saturday.
The woman in her 40s was in
serious but stable condition in the
intensive
care
unit
at
Johannesburg General Hospital,
said Dr. Liz Floyd of the Gauteng
province health department.
The diagnosis was confirmed
Friday at the Sandton MediClinic in suburban Johannesburg,
where the woman worked as a
nurse, Floyd said. The woman
was transferred to Johannesburg
General Hospital, which Floyd
said is one of the few in the coun
try equipped to handle a hemor
rhagic virus such as Ebola.
According to Floyd, the woman
suffered from high fever, liver
problems and a “tendency to
bleeding” — both internal and
external — associated with hem
orrhagic viruses. The symptoms
first appeared about 10 days ago,
Floyd said.
The woman’s identity was
withheld at the request of her
family, Floyd said.
Ebola kills up to 80 percent of
its victims, causing them to bleed
to death internally. It has gener
ally struck in tropical, often
remote, regions of Africa.
About 800 people have died of

Ebola worldwide since the
Antwerp Institute of Tropical
Medicine identified the virus in |
October 1976.
Ebola can be transmitted
through bodily fluids and secre
tions; in addition to massive
internal bleeding, it causes diar
rhea and vomiting. It remains
unclear how the virus is initially
transmitted to humans, and
researchers continue to search
the African jungles for an animal
carrier.
Floyd and Professor Bob
Swanepoel of the National
Institute of Virology said the
nurses probably contracted the
virus from a patient she treated.
She was not known to have trav
eled outside South Africa recently.
“Ebola fever is typically trans
mitted in a hospital setting and
the confirmation of this single
case presents no threat whatever
to the broader community,” said
Floyd, who is in charge of AIDS
and communicable diseases for
the Gauteng health department.
The virus is named after the
Zairian river flowing through the
region where it first appieared in
1976. Eighteen months ago, it
killed 245 people in Kikwit, Zaire,
before the outbreak was finally
halted. At least 13 people died of
Ebola in Gabon in February, and
a new outbreak in October killed
at least 17 there.
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LA City Council m oves to block newly
approved tax initiative- Prop. 218
Associated Press

LOS ANGELES — The City
Council voted to ask the courts to
block
implementation
of
Proposition 218, the newly
approved ballot measure that lim
its local governments’ ability to
raise or impose taxes.
The new law declares that
local governments generally can
not pass or raise taxes, create or
raise fees, or create or increase
property assessments unless they
bring the issue to voters for
approval.
In some instances, existing
taxes and assessments will have
to be submitted for voter
approval.
On an 8-3 vote the council
approved a motion F''riday that
directs the city attorney to draft a

legal challenge to Proposition
218’s constitutionality on the
basis that it denies renters the
right to vote in some cases.
Under the measure only prop
erty owners can vote on assess
ments, and property owners who
must pay a higher assessment
will have their vote weighted
accordingly. Non-property own
ers, such as renters and tenants,
do not get a vote.
“1 am absolutely sure most of
the renters who voted for this did
n’t know they were giving up their
right to vote,” said Councilman
Richard Alarcon.
At the rancorous hearing,
other members argued that the
city should not try to undermine a
statewide vote.
“1 have a great deal of difficul
ty in having the city of Los

BASKETBALL:

MEN’S SOCCER:

from page 12

from page 12

well early,” Schneider said. “He
Angeles spend taxpayer dollars to set us a couple of nice screens —
things that are hard to notice.”
challenge a vote of the people,”
The bulk of the inside scoring
said Councilman Hal Bernson, game came from senior forward
who voted against the court chal Damien Levesque. He finished the
game with 16 points and pulled
lenge.
A representative of the down six rebounds.
Sophomore forward Ross
Howard
Jarvis
Taxpayers Ketchum found his shot in the
Association, which sponsored second half, scoring all of his 12
F’roposition 218, denounced the points beyond the three-point
arch.
council’s vote.
Cal Poly has its official season
“This is an abuse of the tax
opener against Simon Fraser on
payers’ funds to thwart the will of Friday at 7 p.m.
the people,” John Coupal said.
“F’or the City Council to do this is
not only an affront to the voters,
but an assault on taxpayer
funds.”
Coupal
maintained
Proposition 218 protects renters
and everyone else by forcing gov
ernment agencies to put more tax
measures to a general vote.

careers with a win at the end of
what Harty calls a “lucky and
unlucky season.”
Harty plans to move on to Alevel soccer after Cal Poly, but
looks to freshman Kyle Berry as a
future Cal Poly star.
“Kyle is a really good player,”
Harty said. “He has more confi
dence than 1 have ever seen in a
freshman.”
In the off-season, the Mustang
squad plans to sharpen their
skills by attending tournaments
in the spring, and scheduling
scrimmages against other teams.
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• There are no games today
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M E N ’S S O C C E R

U.C Santa Barbara.......................1
Cal Poly.........................................2
(Friday)
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Five Star Sport........................... 98
Cal Poly...................................... 143
(Saturday)
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W O M E N ’S S W I M M I N G
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Cal Poly...................................... 151
San Jose State..........................128
(Saturday)
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Basketball team goes on scoring frenzy

NEWS

Quote of the Day
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Cal Poly.........................................0
U.C. Santa Barbara..................... 3
(Saturday « 1 5 -1 0 ,1 5 -5 ,1 5 -1 )*
* Big West Conference match
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Basketballs
kept
falling
through the net as rain drops
poured outside Mott Gym during
Cal
F^oly’s exhibition win
Saturday night against Five Star
Sport, 147-98.
In fact, as the predicted twoday storm began its downpour
durnng the start of the second half
of basketball. Cal Poly’s shooters
started raining threes, hitting 22
of 53 and sparking a little “Mott
Mania” among the 2,320 specta
tors.
The scoring explosion led by
freshman guard Mike Wozniak
and sophomore guard Ben Larson
resulted in an 88-point second
half for Cal Poly and shadowed
the team’s slow start during the
first half.
During the first 20 minutes.
Cal Poly shot 47 percent from the
floor and 32 percent beyond the
arch.
Those first half numbers dras
tically changed by the end of the
game as Cal Poly finished 54 per
cent from the floor and 42 percent
from three-point land.
“1 think (the game) showed
that we can really shoot the bas
ketball,” said head coach Jeff
Schneider.
The game also showed that
Schneider’s recruiting class will
definitely make an impact this
season. Wozniak, freshman guard
Mitch Ohnstad, and junior guard
Kick Kinner combined efforts for
62 points. Wozniak led the team
with 32 points.

“(The new players) knew com
ing in that we wanted to play real
ly hard,” Wozniak said. “We want
ed to use this as an experience.”
Ohnstad was a little more
relieved at the conclusion. “I’m
glad to have it under my belt,”
Ohnstad said.
Cal Poly’s slow start could be
attributed to Five Star Sport’s lack
of attendance before the game.
Although Ohnstad claimed that
the players were not aware that
the club team had four players
dressed five minutes before game
time, assistant coach Kevin
Bromley spent some of his
pregame activity suiting up a fiflh
player.
“Somebody made a comment
before the game that we were
going to worry about ourselves,”
Ohnstad said.
Bromley ended up lending for
mer men’s basketball player David
Sternlight a pair of sneakers.
Sternlight, who finished his Cal
Poly basketball career last season,
was dres.sed in loafers and jeans
when he was asked to play.
Ten minutes after the game,
Sternlight’s face was still heet-red
from Cal Poly’s attacking press
and running offen.se.
“I’m really impre.ssed with this
team.” Sternlight said. “This team
is going to run some team over.
Cal Poly has .some shooters.”
Indeed Cal Poly showca.sed its
ability to shoot the ball, but
Schneider said that rebounding
will be a big focus during practice.
“Our main area that’s going to
be emphasized is rebounding,”
Schneider said. “The whole year
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Cal Poly Guard Shanta Cotright knocks down a Five Star defender in
Saturday nights' offensive show at Mott Gym . / Daily photo by Joe Johnston

it’s going to be our rebounding.”
Cal Poly was plus three on the
boards for the game, 40-37, howev
er that category must improve
before the Mustangs encounter
the tough schedule that lies
ahead.

Women’s volleyball head
to Big West Tournament
The women’s volleyball team
finished up regular season play in
Santa Barbara Saturday night,
losing to the Gauchos in three
games.
The Mustangs finish their sea
son one game below 500 at 1415, and 7-9 in the Big West
Middle blocker Kari DeSoto led
the Mustangs with six kills on the
night.
Despite the loss, Cal Poly has
made it into the Big West
Tournament this weekend in
Santa Barbara as the number
four team in the Western
Division. They face the University
of Idaho (24-5), the number one
team in the Eastern Division.
Cal Poly and Idaho face off at
12 p.m. on Saturday.

Women’s Volleyball
West Division
Biq West Overall
Long Beach St. 15-1
28-1
Pacific
14-2
21-5
UCSB
20-7
12-3
Cal Poly
7-9
14-15
Cal St. Fullerton 6-10
16-13
UC Irvine
3-13
6-23
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Men’s soccer ends with win
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The U.C. Santa Barbara
Gauchos failed in their attempts
to corral the Mustangs Saturday
night as the Cal Poly men’s soccer
team stampeded the opposition
in a 2-1 end-of-the-season victory.
“This was a fitting ending to
our season," said Cal Poly Head
Coach Wolfgang Gartner. “It
ended the way it should.”
In their last chance at victory,
the Mustangs jumped out to an
early lead less than three min
utes into the first half.
With a pass from junior Scott
Holmes, junior Danny “Sparky”
Hill fir^ a shot off of his right
foot 30 yards from the Gauchos
goal. All the U.C. Santa Barbara
goalie could do was dive in a
futile attempt to stop Hill’s scor

ing shot.
For the second season in a
row. Hill had scored a goal in the
final match of the season. It was
Hill’s game-winning shot last
year that ensured Cal Poly’s birth
into the NCAA Championship
Tbumament.
“It’s God’s divine interven
tion," said Hill. “God gave me
everything I have, I just use it.”
With Cal Poly on the scoreboard, the Gauchos retaliated
with 12 minutes left in the half,
when sophomore Brent Edwards
snuck the ball past the Mustangs’
goalie Greg Connell, tying the
game 1-1 at the half.
'The spirit of the fans Friday
night at Mustang Stadium
seemed to be prompted by a small
group of green and yellow paint
ed sport fans, however these fans
had a different mission.

Led by Cal Poly student
Dwight Mason, “Spark/s Army,”
the self-professed fan club of Cal
Poly’s Hill, united last season
when the fanatics wanted
“Sparky” to get more playing
time.
“Sparky was a code word that
we made for Danny, because
whenever he went in, he sparked
a flame in the Mustangs,” Mason
said. “We wanted Danny to be in,
but we didn’t want him to get in
trouble with Wolfgang. We kept
building all year, more and more
people came in. Well be back
next year.”
Comprised mostly of friends
in his msgor. Hill appreciates his
army’s enthusiasm.
“They are a bunch of cool
guys. Now that I’m playing they
get even more excited. They get
me fired up,” Hill said.
The Mustangs attacked the
Gauchos five minutes into the
second half when the West’s No. 2
scorer. Cal Poly senior Clay
Harty, outmaneuvered a Santa
Barbara defender and made a
solo run for the goal.
Harty chipped the ball over
the Gauchos goalie, in what
would be not only be the final
game-winning shot of the season,
but also Harty’s last goal as a
Mustang.
Harty, along with Scott
Hutcheon, Will Segalla and Wade
Stark, ended their Cal Poly
See MEN'S SOCCER Page 11

Freshman
forward
Russ
Bryden had three rebounds and
two blocked shots during 11 min
utes of play. Oliensively, Bryden
was shut out.
“I thought Russ played really
See BASKETBALL Page 11

Cal Poly women
win in the pool
Daily Staff Report

The Cal Poly women’s swim
team pulled out a close meet
against San Jose State last*
Saturday, winning 151-128.
The meet was decided in the
last race. With Cal Poly up by one
point, the 200-meter relay team
came up big, securing Cal Poly a
victory.
“This was a fantastic win for
the women’s team,” said head
coach Rich Firman. “San Jose
beat us last year, so this is great.
There were a lot of seasonal best
times and lifetime times. The
competitiveness of the women was
outstanding.”
Krista Kiedrowski had a
strung meet, finishing first in the
100-meter backstroke, 400-meter
individual medley relay (IM), and
the 200-meter backstroke.
“It really was an exciting meet
and it was clo.se all the way,” .said
Kiedrowski. “It came down to the
last relay - the 200-meter relay and we won.”
Iveisha Ma.si had a first-place
finish in the 200-meter brea.ststroke and second-place in the
1,000-meter freestyle.
“We regrouped from the previ
ous meet against Bakersfield,”
said Masi. “This time we fought
for the finishes and we didn’t do
that in Bakersfield.”
The next meet is the Speedo
Invitational Dec. 5 in I>ong Beach.

